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Disclaimer
While this book is intended as a general
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responsible for any loss, claim or action that may
arise from reliance on the information contained in
this book. As each person and situation is unique,
it is the responsibility of the reader to consult a
qualified professional regarding their personal care.
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‘This book spoke to me from the very first page. Finally, a timemanagement book for real people by real people. It was interesting
and engaging with stories and anecdotes that made me laugh, cry and
nod my head in agreement. If you only read one self-help book this
year, make it this one.’
Alison Abernethy

‘ThE “My 15 minuTEs” progRam haS
RE-awokeN my paSsIon foR life. i didN’T
EVen reALize thaT i had lost it amid tHE
DAily gRInd, but Now i hAVe so much moRE
ENthusiaSm anD enerGy.’
Beth Cavallari
‘Thanks so much! Some simple things that we forget, and the reminder
that we need. And fantastic ideas we’d never think of. Loved the
program!’
L.K.

‘This book has it all — laughs and tears, advice and support and, most
of all, the encouragement most of us need to just get started! Learning
how to make the most of the smallest chunks of time has made a huge
difference in what I achieve. Thanks for the inspiration!’
Alison Bailey
‘I knew I would like this program from the moment I read the
description! The biggest thing I have taken away is that now if a task
seems insurmountable, I think “I’ll just spend 15 minutes on it”. It’s a
mindset that can help everyone.’
Anne George

‘ThIs pROgram is amazinG at reMIndinG
YOu hoW mucH is poSsIble anD it onLy taKEs
15 miNUtes at a time. it re-EnergiZed anD
RE-igniTed me as an indiviDUal, sETting me
ON a new path of self-dIscoVery anD selFWOrth whiCh beNEfits evERy asPEct of mY
LIfe.’
J.L.
‘The storytelling style of this book made it unique in the genre for
me. There are few traditional time-management books that provoke
regular tears and “ah ha” moments the way this one did! Thoroughly
recommended.’
Sarah Turner
‘I am completely impressed with Emma and Audrey’s professional and
personal style of supportive coaching. They have profoundly changed
my life, my outlook, my beliefs about myself. I am a stronger, more
confident person at home, work and in my relationships with others. I
feel this and others close to me have noticed, too.’
Fiona McIntosh

‘LOved tHIs boOK! a pAGe tuRnEr fROm
StArt to fiNIsh wITh aUdRey anD emma’S
ENgaginG stYlE of wRIting coNvEyinG theiR
RElatabLe stoRiEs.’
Michele Farrell
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I need more tiME!
By abIGail tuRnEr, aged nine
My name is Abigail and I am in 4P.
My topic is ‘I Need More Time’ and you may be wondering, for
what?
Well, to do my homework, eat chocolate, ride a horse, go shopping.
I think we should have 48 hours in a day and 24 hours for a night.
But the downside would be longer school hours, longer homework,
longer time your parents have to nag you. It would take a longer time
to eat your breakfast and you would get to school late every day …
Then you would get shouted at by the teacher because the teacher
doesn’t like you being late. More time in the world would mean more
time sitting in the dentist’s chair and I already sit in there too long as it
is! And what if more time meant having to wait longer for your cake to
bake in the oven? Oh no! That would be a disaster!
But, on the upside, if we had twice as much time each day and
night, you would have more time to see your friends and travel to
meet people in other countries. And another really good thing if we
had more time is there would probably, and hopefully, be fewer wars
in the world because people would have more time to get to know
each other, and understand each other. Then maybe we wouldn’t have
wars because there wouldn’t be anything to fight about.
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And what about me?
Personally, if I had more time, I would do all the things I love most
in the world:
→ Go on the computer
→ Go trail riding every day after school with my favourite horse
Sooty
→ Drink my favourite cookies-and-cream milkshake at Oliver
Brown
→ Go to Fiji on a holiday
→ Watch How to Train Your Dragon all day
→ Play netball
→ Climb every tree and wall I can find
→ Go shopping for toys and books, especially books, and lots
of toys too
→ Make models with my dad
→ Play ninjas with my sister in the backyard; and
→ Go for walks with my mum, without my sister!
What’s that you say? I’m out of time? Oh dear, I need more time!

XI

IntroDuctiOn

Why SUch A rusH?
Emma:
I tried not to think about the ravenous parking meter as I
perched for six hours on an unforgiving plastic seat in the
arrivals hall at Canberra airport. My then fourteen-yearold, Sophie, and her best friend were hoping to catch a
glimpse of American YouTuber Colleen Ballinger. Colleen’s
alter ego, the hapless ‘Miranda Sings’, has a cult following
so fanatical her madcap spoof on self-help books was
propelled to the top of the New York Times bestseller list a
mere 24 hours after its pre-launch. Perhaps I was quietly
fangirling about that too …
We knew Colleen had performed at the Melbourne
Comedy Festival the evening before. We knew she was
scheduled to perform in Canberra that night. The missing
detail was which ﬂight she’d be on, which is why we’d found
ourselves at a virtually empty airport just after dawn.
The girls were resplendent in Miranda’s trademark
costume: a men’s striped shirt tucked into red track pants
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with ‘Haters back off ’ emblazoned on the rear, clashing pink
Crocs and too much red lipstick. I was dressed normally
and held onto the ﬁrst of several strong cappuccinos,
hoping that this wouldn’t be a wild goose chase. Quietly
lurking in a security-rich environment for hours with
the teens decked out as identical nerds, clutching glittery
posters, was bound to attract attention. The girls were
stared at, photographed by tourists and even approached
by the police at one point.
‘Who are you waiting for?’
‘Miranda Sings.’
‘Who?’
Exactly.
Eventually, in the early afternoon we reached a point
where we just wanted to go home. At least I did. It was
reminiscent of the transition stage of labour. I honestly
couldn’t do this any longer. I wanted an epidural.
Turning to Facebook, I hoped to be galvanized by
messages of support from my friends. What I received
instead was more along the lines of: ‘Five hours? Are you
crazy? Who has time to waste doing this on a Sunday?
Don’t you have better things to do?’
I did have other things. But were they better?
Somewhere in the sixth hour we turned our bloodshot
eyes towards the arrivals gate for the umpteenth time.
Were we hallucinating? Or was that her (wearing a normal
amount of lipstick and normal clothes)? As the escalator
conveyed the online superstar towards us, along with her
then ﬁancé (also a famous YouTuber) I sent a silent prayer
to the Gods of Social Media and Celebrity Chasing: Please
take a second to stop and say hello!
The automatic glass doors parted. She glanced up
from her phone, saw the girls, broke into a smile and
went straight into their arms with the type of hug usually
reserved for long-lost friends. Then she introduced us
to her sister (another YouTuber), posed for photos and
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promised to follow them both on Instagram. When you’re
fourteen, and you’ve been waiting six and a half hours to
meet your online idol, an Instagram follow is your life.
But this story isn’t about any of that. Not really.
Fast-forward a few weeks, and the same two girls were
upset when I collected them from school. A friend’s mum
had developed worrying symptoms of memory loss and
confusion. She hadn’t recognized her own child. The likely
diagnosis was early-onset dementia. In her forties. My age.
That was the moment for me. I thought back to the
hours we’d invested in our loopy airport adventure and
knew with unwavering certainty that I wanted to spend
more time hanging around arrivals lounges with teenage
fangirls. Not less.

Everything changed the day she
ﬁgured out there was exactly
enough time for the important
things in her life.
Brian Andreas

HEre is our pRoblEm, is it not?
We live in a time and culture where exhaustion is a status symbol. If
you’re not frantic or flat out — if you don’t have too much to do and
not nearly enough time in which to do it — eyebrows are raised.
‘How have you been?’ someone asks.
‘Busy!’ you chirp, because it’s the only answer you’ve ever learned
to the question. ‘How was your weekend?’
‘Need a holiday just to get over it!’
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‘Gah!’
‘Insane!’
‘Crazy!’
‘Ludicrous!’
‘Actually, everything’s cruising along quite calmly,’ nobody
interjects, ever. ‘Work’s under control. The house is organized. Had a
date with my partner on the weekend, and devoured two novels …’
Eh?
Crazy schedules!
Ships passing in the night!
Me-time? Ha.
That’s the game! None of this freewheeling about lackadaisical
weekends and under-control workloads and free time and romance!
This isn’t a gap year.
Women of a certain age and stage have decided we’re officially
swamped, as a species. One does not simply swim. One splashes
dramatically in a sea of largely self-inflicted over-commitment, despite
people throwing lifebuoys and yelling that you can actually touch the
bottom if you just stop struggling and stand up.

relationships and careers. We crank up the sound until it grates and we
can’t hear the music any more. We keep spinning across the stage, even
when our bodies ache and our minds churn. We dance, not because
nobody’s watching but because we’re worried that everyone is.
And right there, in the midst of too-full lives, jam-packed with
‘shoulds’ and ‘musts’ and ‘I wish I hads’, there are our Miranda Sings
moments. There’s the colour that’s been dimmed or missing from our
lives. There are the things we really want to do, and we want to do
them now, regardless of what else is happening and what people
think. There’s a state of peace achievable not just during rare breaks
away from our normal lives but in the midst of them. And there are the
cherished dreams we’ve swept under the carpet for ‘one day’ when
things are easier and less hectic, and there are fewer people clinging
to us.

‘HUrry sicKness’
Author James Gleick refers to what he calls ‘hurry sickness’ — that
feeling of being trapped as we lament the hectic jobs (which we
applied for) and drive the kids to a barrage of after-school activities
(which we signed them up to) that we squeeze around second degrees
and diplomas (which we enrolled in) as if the whole shebang is not a
circus of our own making. Even when we do have breathing space,
the story we tell tends to be one of being time-poor, stretched and
tired. Because that’s the story that is valued in our society. It’s the story
over which so many of us bond — sometimes for hours, while we soak
the sponge of our precious time in circular conversations about how
there’s never enough time …
Lean in. Lean out. Push. Pull. Sprint. Collapse. The awkward
choreography of modern life jars against the rhythms in our health,
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HOw do people do it?
So, I say raise your expectations.
Elongate your process. Lie on your
deathbed with a to-do list a mile long
and smile at the inﬁnite opportunity
granted to you. Create ridiculous
standards for yourself and then savor
the inevitable failure. Learn from
it. Live it. Let the ground crack and
rocks crumble around you because
that’s how something amazing grows,
through the cracks …
Mark Manson

There’s no special secret to chasing your dreams, and no secret
‘productivity sauce’. People who’ve shaped lives they love haven’t
hacked the system or found a magic door into a parallel world with
twice as much time, where everything always comes up roses.
The sparkly world of social media tricks us into thinking there’s
a genetically modified breed of Deliriously Happy People who’ve
somehow slipped through the reality net and appear to be leading
super-sized lives. Always smiling. Always winning. Always hitting goals
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amidst a flawless regime of self-care and posting motivational quotes
to prove it. #nofilter #blessed
We’re not talking about the tiny percentage of people whose
airbrushed perfection asserts itself from the pages of glossy magazines.
It’s not the people basking on yachts in designer bikinis, sipping Verve
Clicquot from Waterford crystal flutes, that are really the challenge for
us here.
It’s the woman next door. The one with the up-to-date curriculum
vitae and tidy car, whose kids seem biologically programmed to
manage more than one spoonful of breakfast cereal without a
choreographed fanfare from a marching band. Or it’s the woman
above you in your Facebook news feed, the one with the partner or
babies or career or family life or holidays or home or financial security
or hobbies you crave. Or the one with all of that, tied in a bow.
It’s tempting to gaze longingly at the lives of others, wishing
we knew their secrets. Tempting, and dangerous. Because, if your
neighbour doesn’t have a breakfast-cereal problem, she’ll almost
certainly have a problem in the bedroom. Or the boardroom. Or the
fitting room. There will be some ‘room’ in her house — some window
of her seemingly Class A life that is shielded from public view — from
which she gazes longingly at the life of the woman next door, or the
one below her in the news feed … wishing she knew your secret.

Lives we love aren’t sculpted by stomping
darkly through our minds in steel-capped
Doc Martens, kicking ourselves each time
we don’t measure up. They’re shaped when
we tread lightly through our mess, treating
chinks and fractures with a homemade
balm of humour-scented self-compassion.
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We have to stop worrying what other people think and get clear on
what we think. Clear on what matters most — to us. From there, it’s a
simple matter of just getting on with it. Right?
Well, it might be simple, were it not for the relentless chatter in
our minds, telling us we don’t have time, we’re not ready, we can’t be
bothered, it’s too late, it won’t work or we’d rather be doing something
else.
‘Adulting!’ Who knew it would be this tricky?

COnfesSion …
It’s the third day of January, and we’re three days into the serious
resolution we made to chip away at a little part of this book each day
from now until we’re contractually obliged to deliver it to our publisher
in six months’ time. Which means we have six months (minus three
days) to squeeze 50,000 words around all the other things: our jobs,
families and any unforeseen challenges that may crop up in our lives.
It seems doable if we tackle it methodically. Thus far, though,
hmm …
On Day One, we opened a new Word document, typed the
heading and changed the font to Helvetica. On Day Two, we had
good intentions, but spent the afternoon on Netflix watching a
documentary about the Backstreet Boys and redecorating a child’s
bedroom respectively. No matter! We thought we’d get around to
book-writing in the evening. But didn’t.
It’s now Day Three, and the first day we’ve actually sat down and
done what we committed to do — which was simply to ‘get on with
any bit of it’. No excuses.
What stopped us until now (and we’re not just talking about
those three days, but the previous three months since we signed the
contract) was a serious case of ‘overwhelm’. After all, there are days
when we struggle to churn out a 600-word blog post. A whole book
seems a hefty thing.
It’s like any long-term goal: substantial weight loss, a long course
of study, spring-cleaning the house — at the beginning it has the
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look and feel of Everest. And we’ve had the look and feel of people
who’ve made it as far as Base Camp and now have a lovely publishing
contract to show for our efforts, plus a blank Word document with
nice Helvetica headings that we’re seriously considering swapping to
Verdana because it’s super-important to invest several days getting
the formatting just so.
It hasn’t helped that Emma is co-writing a musical based on her teen
novel with a composer friend from school. Staying up late swapping
lyrics and song ideas is fun. Writing the musical based on an existing
book seems easier than starting this new one, so there’s a war waging:
‘Must do the harder project. Might throw together a few lyrics first.’
Hours pass. A song is written, and another day goes by with massive
progress in the area with no deadline or contract and nobody to let
down if it doesn’t get done. ‘We can’t leave this till the last minute!’
we say to each other. ‘We can’t pull an all-nighter to produce a 50,000word manuscript.’
Getting the contract for this book was the single most exhilarating
career development for us both last year. It meant the publisher had
faith in our ability to offer something fresh in the field of productivity
and self-improvement. It gives us an opportunity to share the stories
we love, and expertize and ideas that it’s taken us years of work and
study to build. One of the reasons the publisher placed that trust in us
is because we’re hired by some of the world’s top companies to lead
people to thrive professionally and personally. Our online programs
have attracted thousands of busy people seeking help to manage
their lives.
Another reason we were asked to write a book is because we tell
it like it is. At a work–life presentation for a ‘big four’ accounting firm
a few years ago, an audience member came up afterwards and said,
‘I nearly didn’t come. I thought you’d be these impossibly together,
stick-thin figures preaching about your seven-step system to get this
stuff right … and it was refreshing to see you’re not like that at all!’
Oka-ay!
Just quietly, there are days when we feel like the Jennifer Saunders
and Joanna Lumley of the time-management field. While others
are doing the ‘top ten things that all successful people do before
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breakfast’, we’re stealing ‘5 more minutes’ and wrangling school
lunches in our pyjamas. You won’t find us walking over hot coals to
master our mindset. You’ll find us stumbling over Lego, and lots of it,
which is arguably more courageous.
There’s a motivational style that’s big on eternal optimism and
relentless reframing and overcoming. It works brilliantly for some.
Others are left wondering what they’re doing wrong when they
inevitably find themselves having days where optimism goes AWOL.
Days where they don’t want to ‘reframe’. They just want to ‘sit’ for a
while as disappointment or sadness or fear washes through them.
No matter which tools we use to accomplish what we want to get
done, the reality is that ‘life’ happens. Our glorious, complex inner
‘human being’ emerges.

KIndsiGht
There are times when we glance around, desperately seeking a
grown-up to fix our situation or tell us what to do and we’re horrified
to realize there is no one ahead of us in the queue. We’re up! All we
really want is to have a proper meltdown or run away, and we’re urged
to ‘manage our state’ or write gratitude lists or meditate. These are
immensely helpful techniques, but techniques that are easy to ignore
in rebellious, human moments, when our ‘better judgment’ appears to
be sitting this one out.
That’s when we need to deploy bucket-loads of what author Karen
Salmansohn refers to as ‘kindsight’. That’s hindsight with kindness,
because there isn’t a person amongst us who isn’t doing the best we
can, with what we have, where we are, knowing what we know at a
certain moment in time. We’re doing all of that with a unique cocktail
of external pressures, laced with success and failure in different
measures.
The two of us are proud of what we’ve accomplished and how we
handle things a lot of the time. We achieve things in our lives, careers
and families that feel really important and valued and fun. Our glasses
are almost always half full. We are dream chasers. We make some
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great things happen that bring us and other people joy, and we have
lots of exciting future plans.
But it’s not all sunshine. We mess things up. This book isn’t intended
to offer an unrealistically upbeat approach with little tolerance for the
‘crunchy’ days that end in tears (our own), when we scramble over
the finish line and flop into our beds wondering where the day went
and what we did wrong. We share our deepest failures openly, as
normalizing what’s hard is half the battle.
Bridget Jones said, ‘It is a truth universally acknowledged that
when one part of your life starts going okay, another falls spectacularly
to pieces.’ While writing this book, other parts of our lives and careers
inevitably flailed in the manuscript’s wake. It wasn’t pretty, but we took
comfort in J.K. Rowling’s perspective: ‘People very often say to me,
“How did you do it? How did you raise a baby and write a book?”
And the answer is I didn’t do housework for four years. I am not
superwoman! Living in squalor — that was the answer!’

People rarely achieve anything worthwhile
without skinned knees and grass stains.

It’s not about trying to work out which things will turn to gold if we
touch them. It’s about learning to let go of our attachment to specific
outcomes as we go out and meet life. It’s about hugging opportunities
to our chests, particularly the opportunities that seem just out of reach
and make us feel a little shaky.

Audrey:
It’s also about laughing it off when that shakiness causes us
to stumble, spectacularly.
I was starting work with a new client and it had been
‘one of those mornings’ on the home front. Still, I’d made
it out the door. I was heading in the right direction for my
appointment and feeling very grown up while I was on the
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phone to Emma, catching up on some business things —
relatively well-prepared and organized, despite the chaos
with the kids.
As I was driving, and talking, I reached to adjust
my necklace, and that’s when something quite horriﬁc
occurred to me.
‘Oh, my God!’ I said to Emma on the phone.
‘What?’
‘I can’t tell you!’
‘What do you mean you can’t tell me?’
I felt sick. Sick!
‘Emma, I’ve forgotten to wear a bra,’ I admitted, not
believing the words that were coming out of my mouth.
It would be nice if I could say she was sympathetic to my
plight, but I was almost deafened by her roaring laughter.
Here I was, stuck in a traffic jam, heading into the ﬁrst of
several corporate workshops for a new client (wearing a
ﬁgure-hugging jersey top, I might add) with no bra!
Who does that? How? More importantly, how was
I going to ﬁx it? I could see a Target store across several
lanes, but calling in would make me very late. Late, but
respectable. It was my only option.
‘What am I going to tell the client?’ I asked Emma,
while I hurtled into the car park.
She was too busy taking notes about the story as
it unfolded. Apparently forgetting to wear a bra while
presenting a high-level leadership workshop was a perfect
example of embracing our imperfections. I ended the call
and fronted up (in more ways than one) to the Target
lingerie attendant and said, urgently, ‘I’ve forgotten to
wear a bra and have a workshop to present in 40 minutes.
I need to ﬁnd one, change into it and buy it. In that order.
Please help me!’
She looked at me as if she understood (what a lunatic
I was) and helped me swiftly complete my mission, except
that when I went to the service counter my accomplice was
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nowhere to be found.
‘I’m buying a bra,’ I announced to the teenage girl on the
counter, ‘but I’m already wearing it. I had a … wardrobe
malfunction.’
She nodded and said she knew all about it. Everyone
knew, I was sure of it. Emma had probably blogged about
it while I was still adjusting the straps in the ﬁtting room …
As I walked into that training room (in the most
comfortable bra I’ve ever owned, might I mention) I
wondered if I was ever going to get my act together.

who is this boOK for?
This book is for you if you’re a real person, battling a voice inside that
tells you way too often that, ‘You can’t’ or ‘You’ll do it later’. Or ‘You
need more time’. It’s for you if you’re ‘not ready’ or ‘not good enough’.
It’s for you if you’re consistently putting other people first or deferring
precious ideas, or thinking ‘I’ll be happy when …’
You can do it. Whatever it is.
And you can do it now.
You have all the time you need, no matter how ‘busy’ you are. We
promise.
This is not a flashy, seven-step system to achieving your goals,
unveiled by stick figures. It’s a collection of down-to-earth true
stories interwoven with practical tips — presented as experiments,
or what we like to call ‘15-minute magic’ — to help you use your
time the way you really want to. It’s a plan to help you drop the
excuses you’re making for not getting on with things that really
make a difference. This book is built on a premise that it’s possible
to ditch the notion that there is not enough time. It’s possible to
actively shape lives we love by paying attention to what matters
most, even if it’s just for 15 minutes, or 1/100th of our day. What
matters is the time we spend doing meaningful things that we
love, personally and professionally. What counts is creating slices
of magic in our lives with people who really matter, while we can.
I Don’t Have Time will help you do just that.
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If we can call ourselves out on the ways we get in our own way
— the habits we entrench, the fears we shrink from, the actions we
repeatedly take that move us further from what we crave — we can
move ourselves to a fresh starting point. This is a place of true honesty,
where our excuses for not starting or not pushing through when things
are hard, fall away. A place where our cover is blown. A place where
the choices we make that over-fill our days, or that siphon minutes
and hours and days and months, even years, into a void of wasted
opportunity, are exposed.
It’s about the battles we’re waging not with ‘lack of time’ but with
something else: overwhelm, disinterest, boredom, disorganization,
lack of direction, anxiety or fear, rebellion or any of the other genuine
causes for our slower-than-desired pace or stagnation. And this isn’t
only about making gung-ho progress on our biggest goals. It’s about
making time to surrender, release and rejuvenate, too. It’s about each
of us bringing our unique collection of important things to centre
stage.

HOw to use thiS book
The first chapter of this book, ‘I’ll be happy when …’, is about mindset
and where we’re coming from. It’s a platform to swim out to and catch
your breath on, before we dive into the five themes we’ve chosen.
Each theme represents one of the mindset ‘gremlins’ that tangle our
thinking. You won’t make every excuse we’ve listed in this book, but
you will gain an appreciation of just how much untapped power you
have over your use of time.
Through the practical, 15-minute experiments we’ll show you how
simple it can be to make a small difference in your day. Those daily
differences can snowball into a much more satisfying life in a short
space of time.
Everything you need to make some simple changes right now
is contained within these pages. We’ve also prepared some bonus
resources, including videos that will deepen your engagement with
the concepts in this book, which you’ll find at www.my15minutes.com.
au/bookbonus.
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Get real, and you’ll find you do have time. Fill that time with things
that move you forward in areas that really colour your life, and you’ll
start to hear the music again.

WAit!
Don’t read another word until you’ve stuck your feet in a bucket of
warm water.
Seriously.
Maybe you’re reading this on a train. Or you’re at work in your lunch
break. Are we mad? You can’t just strip off and plunge those feet of
yours into a bucket of water in front of your boss! Or perhaps there’s a
toddler clambering on your lap as you try to read this sentence for the
twenty-eighth time. Maybe this book is being batted away by a copy
of The Very Hungry Caterpillar or you’ve just sat down for the first time
today and now we’re asking you to get up again and organize to stick
your feet in a bucket — have we taken leave of our senses?
Yes, perhaps we have. Perhaps we all have. We spend so much
time dashing through frantic lives, dropping things, clambering, that
many of us have taken leave from the very sensory experiences that
have traditionally helped to ground and calm us:
Bare feet on freshly cut grass.
Sunlight twinkling through leaves.
Sand between our toes.
We want this to be more than just a book. We want it to be an
experience. Let’s call it ‘actual reality’ (like virtual reality, but real). It’s
where you get to experience bonus extras in little experiments as we
go through the chapters, starting with this one over the page.
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Fill a bucket with warm water and grab
a towel. Add some of those unopened
bath salts, body wash or bubbles that
loiter like wallflowers up the back of the
bathroom cabinet waiting for ‘one day’.
Or add a cup of Epsom salts plus a cup of
apple cider vinegar. Or if you’re out of all
that, add nothing. Sit down for 15 minutes
with your feet swishing in the bucket of warm water and stay
there!
Nope, not doing it.
Sometimes, the only bubbles you’ll notice are the ones made by
your own excuses as they rise to the surface, asserting various reasons
why you can’t stick your feet in a bucket, as simple as it sounds,
probably followed in quick succession by, ‘This always happens! I can’t
even do the first task.’
The ‘My 15 Minutes’ approach is about gently overcoming
our natural urge to put things off at the slightest hurdle. It’s about
challenging the self-talk that gets in the way of us pushing through
obstacles, the ‘I’ll do it later’ promises we make to ourselves without
following through. This experiment is not about recreating the
ambience of a five-star retreat, but about sitting down, slowing down
and taking care of yourself — where you are, with what you have, for
only a few minutes. If that means doing it with a toddler beside you
splashing in a different bucket, do it. If it means doing it when you get
home instead of now, do it. If it means doing it with plain warm water
and no bubbles, do it. If you don’t have a bucket, use the bath. If you
don’t have a bath, up-end a storage container and use that.
If you do this experiment and you inadvertently kick the container
over on the tiles and it saturates all the presents under the Christmas
tree, then you’ll have recreated an unfortunate accident one of us
once had with a homemade foot spa. Sometimes things don’t turn
out the way we imagine. Maybe you’ll settle down to relax and your
baby will wake up or the tweens will start squabbling, or your partner
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will walk in after a bad day, oblivious, and start ranting about the guy
at work. This stuff happens. But not ‘every time’ as we sometimes
convince ourselves, mid-whine. Sometimes, when we give something
a go and the experience is thwarted, part of us gives up. Bit by bit,
we abandon the idea of making life nicer for ourselves because ‘it’s
too hard’ or ‘it never works’. What we tell ourselves then is a story that
chips away at our potential fulfilment. It’s a story we don’t have to buy
and one that we have the power to change.

YOu miGht bE wonDerIng
Isn’t this process of shaping a life I want meant to be about pushing
myself out of my comfort zone and doing brave stuff fearlessly? What’s
fearless about sticking my feet in a bucket? Can’t you challenge me
with something big instead?
Chasing a different life and taking risks to make things happen
always starts from a place of deep self-worth. Reaching for what we
want often means running a gauntlet of obstacles, both real and
imagined. Without a solid belief that, ‘I deserve this’ it’s tempting to
let those obstacles get the better of us and watch our dreams slip
away.
When we’ve spent a long time being swept along in a current of
‘all the things’ — nurturing everyone else first and struggling to keep
our personal ‘show’ on the road — prioritizing our own dreams and
ambitions can seem too hard. One of our friends discovered this when
she embarked on a university course in her forties, posting this on
Facebook:
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After another week of distractions and
disruptions, having still not caught up on
my university reading, I am today starting
the assignment which is due in a week.
I’m wondering whether it’s all worth it.
What purpose does this study serve? Is it
worth the stress of trying to fit even more
deadlines into my busy life? I’m starting
to think that, as much as I want to do this,
it’s just going to end as it has before, with
me deciding that it’s easier/less stressful to
simply prioritize other people and activities
rather than focusing time and energy on
studying, which seems like a self-indulgent
choice at the moment.

A few weeks later, having persevered, the same friend received her
first assignment back with a high distinction. We were so pleased that
she hadn’t surrendered when it had seemed too hard — when fear of
failure and succumbing to others’ needs or wants had almost tempted
her into self-sabotage.
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FIrst equAl
It doesn’t take much to knock us from the branch from which we’re
trying to fly. When we fall from our perches, as we naturally will while
we find our wings, clambering back to that launching point takes some
effort. We’re only going to put in that effort if we truly believe we are
‘first equal’ in our lives, and that our goals are worth striving for.
If we can’t prioritize something as crucial as our self-care, and if we
can’t learn to let everything and everyone else go and ‘just be’ for 15
minutes, then sticking with the bigger goals you’ll be encouraged to
set later in this book will be that much harder. When you do take a few
minutes for a personal indulgence, it’s worth paying attention to what
goes through your mind. If the chatter is about what we ‘should’ be
doing, and if our minds are darting around to-do lists, frantic about
this ‘wasted time’, then Houston, we’ve uncovered a problem we
need to work through.
If you’ve let self-care slip, then making this little piece of pampering
your first practical step towards boldly claiming the life you’ll love is a
gentle way to experiment with the concept of ‘acting as if’. It means
you can give yourself permission to do something regardless of not
‘feeling it’ yet. It’s the ‘fake it till you make it’ notion and, in this case, it’s
about acting as if you deserve this 15 minutes of me-time, even if your
mind is whirring rebelliously against the idea of prioritizing yourself in
this way. Ralph Waldo Emerson said, ‘We are always getting ready to
live but never living.’ Stopping for 15 minutes is a reminder of what
‘living’ can feel like, particularly if your default state is ‘preparing’.
As we move through the following chapters we describe some of
the thoughts that cause us to choose inaction over action, invariably
leading us into shaping a life we don’t love — a life that bores or
irritates us, one that brings us down and makes it even harder to get
motivated. We’ve made this fun, tangible and life-changing, in steps
that are completely manageable, with just a little commitment to
follow through. So please, get up and arrange that bucket of water
now. You’ll love it!
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We invite you to jump onto social media
and post a likely unglamorous pic of your
tired feet in a bucket with an upturned
copy of our book on your lap, and the
hashtag #Idonthavetimebook like this
is the grown-up woman’s answer to the
Kylie Jenner Lip Challenge. This is not just
about spreading the word about the book
(but thank you for doing that), but about
keeping yourself accountable and helping
other readers who search the hashtag to
find images of people following through
on this small action. Even in the smallest of
ways, we shape our lives not by imagining
how nice it would be to do things like this,
but by getting on with it.

I’ll BE hapPy wHen …
Happiness makes up in height for
what it lacks in length.
Robert Frost

What does it really mean to create a life you love? We know it’s not
about perfection. There will always be light and shade. It’s not about
trying to nail down the emotional butterfly of ‘happiness’. It’s not
having a life free of disappointment, failure or heartbreak, and it’s not
just the children’s movie Inside Out, which captures the notion that
there’s a valid place for all emotions. Social researcher Hugh Mackay
expressed it like this:
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I’ll be happy when …
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